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Aelred of Rievaulx on Advent (II) 
  
Continuing with Aelred as a guide for this Advent, today I would like to focus on part of 
Sermon 80. Here we discover his version of the so-called middle coming, which is quite distinct 
from Bernard's. Aelred's practical and challenging approach is well-suited to our day, since it 
takes into consideration the negativity we might experience this time of year. 
  
He begins by saying that the Lord visits us through his second advent for three reasons: to wake 
us up, to test us, and to comfort us. He only mentions in passing this third reason, which we more 
naturally associate with Advent. He concentrates on the first two. If we allow him to, the Lord 
will use this time of Advent to wake us up and to test us, in the sense of helping us see where we 
stand and where we need to go from here. 
  
Aelred points out that we can become sleepy in our monastic life when things are going well, 
perhaps too well: 
  

When someone first experiences conversion he is first to labor, first to Vigils, first to 
duties; he runs, he leaps: whatever he is able to do seems to him too little. When he 
suffers bitter cold in winter or burning heat in summer, he is glad and rejoices. And when 
he has tattered clothes, he is all the more joyful. When someone speaks to him sternly or 
commands some burdensome tasks, he responds by giving thanks to God. (S. 80.18; CF 
80:407) 

  
But time and routine take their toll. We take the life for granted, which is a kind of presumption. 
Presumption leads to carelessness, and the next thing you know, you have a negligent monk on 
your hands: 
  

First he begins to love his own will, and through this, he immediately begins to be 
sluggish in obeying the will of another. Then he begins to ask for reasons when anyone 
orders him to do anything contrary to his will. Then he excuses himself because of the 
cold, <then> because of the heat. First his head aches, and then his stomach. And after he 
has encouraged himself in this lukewarmness, when something is ordered of him because 
of some necessity, he begins to murmur. Next he seeks costly tunics and cloaks, a fine 
cape and cowl, and he begins always to inspect the garments of others and always thinks 
that others have better clothes than he. (S. 80.19; CF 80:407-8) 

  
The point here has less to do with the wardrobe than with the drift towards preoccupation with 
trivial, external things. 
  
But there is a more serious kind of sleepiness, called acedia. As Aelred sees it, sometimes we are 
the cause of this affliction and sometimes God allows us to suffer from it. Here is how he 
describes the self-inflicted kind of acedia: 



  
This sleep takes hold through us whenever we begin to place our hope in some temporal 
thing, that is, when we begin to desire offices or duties or other things of this sort. (S. 
80.22; CF 80:408) 
Steadily whatever we see, whatever we hear, begins to displease us; everything in the 
Order is a burden to us so that we are able to rise from this mortal sleep only with 
difficulty, or never. (S. 80.22; CF 80:409) 

  
This sleep also sometimes takes hold from despair, when someone falls into some sin 
habitually and is not able to restrain himself. He then begins to imagine that he labors, 
keeps vigil, and mortifies himself in vain, when because of that sin, he is not able to be 
untroubled about his salvation. (S. 80.23; CF 80:409) 

  
The experience of this kind of acedia is a wake-up call, in the sense that reveals our short-
sightedness. We're looking for happiness in the wrong places. The benefit of this seemingly 
negative visitation from the Lord is that it wakes us up again to look beyond temporal goods and 
to look beyond our limited strength and ability. True happiness can only be found beyond this 
life and in God's mercy. 
  
There is yet another kind of sleepiness or acedia: 
  

Furthermore, sometimes this sleep takes hold, as we said, by the dispensation of God. 
Because when God sees that we are proud if we are steadfast in our reading, intent in our 
prayer, eager in our labors, he withdraws from us the grace through which we are able to 
do whatever we are able to do, and immediately we fall asleep. Therefore, we need the 
Lord to come and rouse us and remind us of our weakness and inability, and so we 
recover through humility what we lost through pride. (S. 80.25; CF 80:409) 

  
Because we too easily consider ourselves to be virtuous, we can consider it a special grace of 
Advent if we can catch ourselves out in this regard. Aelred continues his description: 
  

The presumptuous are those who pride themselves on possessing what they do not 
possess. And this is difficult to avoid unless the Lord comes to test us. When no one 
injures us or says a harsh or evil word to us, because we are in a peaceful state, we 
suppose that we are patient. When no one commands us to do anything except what we 
want to do, we suppose that we are truly obedient, because we gladly do what we want to 
do. Because we seem humble, everyone honors and loves us, and therefore we suppose 
that we are humble. (S. 80.26; CF 80:409-10) 

  
And, finally, if we are not good at catching ourselves out in our own presumptions, we may even 
benefit from the further grace of a test arranged directly by God: 
  

Sometimes the Lord comes in order to test us, not so that he may know what kind of 
people we are, but to cause us to know this. If it happens that someone should assault us 
with injuries or lies or insults, it is the Lord who tests whether we are patient. When 
[superiors] enjoin on us something that is entirely against our will, it is the Lord who tests 



our obedience. When others as it were look down upon us and dishonor us, and honor 
others who are younger and of lesser knowledge, it is the Lord who comes to test our 
humility. In this way, he tests the presumptuous. (S. 80.27; CF 80:410) 

  
So, the best Advent might be a rough one. 
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